PRDM9 and the evolution of recombination hotspots.
Recombination in mammals is not uniformly distributed along the chromosome but concentrated in small regions known as recombination hotspots. Recombination starts with the double-strand break of a chromosomal sequence and results in the transmission of the sequence that does not break (preventing recombination) more often than the sequence that breaks (allowing recombination). Thus recombination itself renders individual recombination hotspots inactive and over time should drive them to extinction in the genome. Empirical evidence shows that individual recombination hotspots die but, far from being driven to extinction, they are abundant in the genome: a contradiction referred to as the Recombination Hotspot Paradox. What saves recombination hotspots from extinction? The current answer relies in the formation of new recombination hotspots in new genomic sites driven by viability selection in favor of recombination. Here we formulate a population genetics model that incorporates the molecular mechanism initiating recombination in mammals (PRDM9-like genes), to provide an alternative solution to the paradox. We find that weak selection allows individual recombination hotspots to become inactive (die) while saving them from extinction in the genome by driving their re-activation (resurrection). Our model shows that when selection for recombination is weak, the introduction of rare variants causes recombination sites to oscillate between hot and cold phenotypes with a recombination hotspot dying only to come back. Counter-intuitively, we find that low viability selection leaves a hard selective sweep signature in the genome, with the selective sweep at the recombination hotspot being the hardest when viability selection is the lowest. Our model can help to understand the rapid evolution of PRDM9, the co-existence of two types of hotspots, the life expectancy of hotspots, and the volatility of the recombinational landscape (with hotspots rarely being shared between closely related species).